
Learn and live
the language with
LSI in New Zealand
AUCKLAND AND CHRISTCHURCH

Auckland

Auckland, ‘The City of Sails’, is New Zealand’s largest city. 
It straddles two harbours and has many beachside suburbs. 
Auckland is an excellent place to practise your English, enjoy many 
of the outdoor activities on offer, and meet people from all around 
the world. LSI Auckland, founded in 1990, is located in the Central 
City overlooking Myers Park. The school is situated on the first three 
floors of an office building, with large, bright classrooms, and plenty 
of facilities for students. The environment within the school is warm 
and friendly, making it an excellent place to study.

Christchurch

Christchurch, the Garden City, is an attractive city where you can 
study, learn and experience a lifestyle that is both stimulating and 
relaxing. It is the largest city in the South Island, and an excellent 
base from which to explore the beautiful mainland! 
LSI Christchurch, founded in 2003, is situated on the second floor 
of a brick building, above one of Christchurch’s most famous dessert 
shops! The school is very close to transport, and within walking 
distance of most tourist attractions in the city, including the Avon 
River and the famous Cathedral Square. The school’s friendly 
atmosphere ensures all students learn to the best of their ability.
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LSI Standard 20
·  20 lessons per week

· Beginner to Advanced levels
· Course length: 1-50 weeks

· Courses begin at 9 a.m. 
 (4 lessons/day)

· 1 lesson: 50 minutes

· Age: 16 +

· Average 10 students per class 
 (max 14)

· All Classes: General English,   
 covering all aspects of the 
 language - structures and skills:  
 grammar, vocabulary, 
 pronunciation, listening, reading, 
 with a strong emphasis on spoken  
 communication.

LSI Intensive 30
·  30 lessons per week

· Beginner to Advanced levels
· Course length: 1-50 weeks

· Courses begin at 9 a.m. 
 (6 lessons/day)

· 1 lesson: 50 minutes

· Age: 16 +

· Average 10 students per class 
 (max 14)

· Same morning class content as
 Standard 20

· Afternoon options include:
 Business English, Exam 
 preparation (TOEFL iBT, TOEIC,
 IELTS), and General English.

International School
Year Course
·  30 lessons per week

· Beginner to Advanced levels
· 24, 30, 36 or 48 week course

· 1 lesson: 50 minutes 

· Age: 16 +

· Average 10 students per class 
 (max 14)

· The ISY course is a long term  
 course allowing you to really   
 advance your English by at least  
 3-4 levels depending on how long  
 you stay. It also allows you to   
 prepare for at least one 
 International English Exam.
 Studying on an LSI Long Term  
 course provides the perfect 
 preparation for further study at  
 University, and improved 
 employment opportunities.
 

ExaminationPreparation
Courses
LSI NZ schools consistently achieve 
high pass rates in the Cambridge 
Exams, as well as IELTS, TOEFL iBT, 
and TOEIC exams.
We offer preparation for the 
following exams:

· Cambridge First Certificate
 in English (FCE)
· Cambridge Certificate in Advanced
 English (CAE)

· Cambridge Certificate of 
 Proficiency in English (CPE) 

· Cambridge Certificate in Business
 English (BEC)

· IELTS

· TOEFL iBT

· TOEIC
Please see the enrolment form for 
start dates and entrance requirements.
LSI Auckland is a TOEFL iBT and
TOEIC Test Centre. LSI Christchurch
is a TOEIC Test Centre.
 

Plus Courses
One-to-One lessons allow you to 
concentrate on your own individual 
needs. Supplement your LSI Standard 
20 or LSI Intensive 30 course with 
one or two individual lessons per day.
1 lesson: 45 minutes.

LSI Executive Courses
1:1 Courses

· 20, 30, 40, 50 individual lessons
 per week
· Beginner to Advanced levels

· Course length: 1-5 weeks 

· 1 lesson: 45 minutes

· Courses begin on any Monday

· For those with limited time or 
 specific needs. Each course is   
 individually planned by a senior 
 tutor and can cover a wide range  
 of topics. Our staff or agent will be  
 pleased to provide full details.

Mini Group:
English for Business
(LSI Auckland only)

· Course length: 1-4 weeks
· Starting dates each Monday

· 30 lessons per week 

· 1 lesson: 45 minutes

· Intermediate to Advanced levels

· Participants: minimum 3,
 maximum 5 per class

· Follow a carefully designed plan  
 to develop general and specific 
 communication skills, such as  
 English for meetings, negotiations  
 and lectures, telephoning, business  
 correspondence, reports and
 memos.

LSI Teacher’s
Family Course
Learn to speak English in a family 
where the Teacher is also your host.
You receive full board. You are
taught at home, but can also 
parcipitate in the activities and 
cultural programmes offered at LSI 
Auckland and Christchurch. 

· 20 lessons per week. 

· 1 lessson: 45 minutes  

LSI Aviation English 
Course
· Course length: 8 weeks
· Starting dates: Each Monday

· Intermediate to Advanced levels 

· Standard Plus course

· 1:1 lesson: 45 minutes

· After this course you can do your  
 Private Pilot’s Licence (includes  
 ground theory). Practical flying  
 sessions available with a partner
 flying school, at extra cost.

· Subjects covered: Aviation law,
 Flight/Radio/Telephone Operators’
 Licence, Human Factors, 
 Navigation, Meteorology and 
 Aircraft Tecnology.

Unlocking the future 
and working together 
to achieve your aims

At LSI, we understand the importance of selecting the right 
language course for you.

· A total learning experience: not only will you improve your English,  
 but you will also meet friends from all over the world and experience a  
 real Kiwi lifestyle!· Truly international atmosphere: LSI NZ schools have over 25 different  
 nationalities studying with them at any one time.· A good working environment: LSI NZ has great resources and 
 pleasant surroundings.· Interactive classroom: At LSI the classroom is a place where language  
 is used in a dynamic and energetic way. We believe in communication  
 as the means of learning.· Skilled and qualified staff: LSI teachers are continuously
 training, friendly, always willing to listen, and above all, helpful.· Shared effort and commitment: LSI NZ staff will work with you to  
 achieve the best results possible.· Comfortable Homestay Accommodation.· A varied social programme.

You arrive speaking 
your language. 
You leave speaking ours.

Founded in 1965, LSI is a 
recognised leader in the field of 
language teaching. You will find 
the same quality service at any one 
of our schools around the world.
Our reputation is your guarantee.

Everything was very good, Auckland is very beautiful and its 
people are very hospitable. LSI is a wonderful school. 
So thank you very much. - Tiago, Brasil

The course was 
fantastic - 
Christoph, Switzerland
CAE student

Beginner
You only know a few words
and phrases. 

A
Your level and what you can achieve

Elementary
You can communicate using very
simple grammar and vocabulary. 

B · IELTS 2-3
· TOEFL iBT 0-8

· CEFR A2.1

Pre-Intermediate
You take part in conversations
using basic grammar and
vocabulary with acceptable
accuracy.

C

· IELTS level 1

· CEFR A1

· IELTS 3-4
· TOEFL iBT 9-18
· TOEIC 200-250

· CEFR A2.2

Intermediate
You have better control of
grammar and vocabulary.
Errors still frequent but good
understanding of the language.

D · IELTS 4-5
· TOEFL iBT 19-40
· TOEIC 375-500

· CEFR B1

Upper Intermediate
You use a wide range
of structures with a fair
degree of accuracy.

E · IELTS 5-6
· TOEFL iBT 41-64
· TOEIC 560-625

· CEFR B2

· FCE

Advanced
You communicate very well using
most structures accurately.

F · IELTS 6-7· TOEFL iBT 65-95· TOEIC 690-750· CEFR C1· CAE

Courses 

Proficient
You communicate very well using
most structures accurately.

G · IELTS 7-9· TOEFL iBT 96-120· TOEIC 815-900+· CEFR C2· CPE
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